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Introduction
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to work for yourself? Work when you want,
with whomever you want, doing what you love? If you are like countless others dreaming
about starting your own business, you are in the right place. While a large percentage of
people starting a business fail, they do so because they don’t know what to do and when to
do it. In this e-book, you’ll learn what steps to take to build a successful business and the
order in which to do them.

As a business coach working with entrepreneurs since 2005, I’ve found that the first $100,000
a year is the hardest money to make. After you’ve made your first $100,000, the second, third
and more is easier. I’ve been asked over and over, “What is the step-by-step process to
making $10,000 a month?” Once I reach that milestone how do I continue to really grow?
In this e-book, I’ll walk you through a 10-step process to building your business and finding
your financial freedom. It doesn’t matter what business you are creating, I’ve coached people
in every industry I can think of. I have personally coached over 1000 clients through this
process so I know it works.
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Chapter 1

Why Start a Business?
If you are reading this right now, chances are you have started a business, are thinking of
starting a business or have a business that is not doing as well as you know it can be. You
are not alone. I started out as an entrepreneur after many, many years as a W-2 employee in
corporate America. Since starting my coaching business in 2005, I’ve had the pleasure to
coach over 1000 clients in 16 countries. What you’re about to learn is the step-by-step
process I developed as I worked with those clients. This process has been built through the
trials and tribulations of all of my clients, thanks to them I've been able to capture what works
and the sequence that has had the most success. I’ve also started a number of businesses
and can tell you it’s hard work. Most were successful, some were not. A combination of the
experiences of real clients and my own challenges to build a successful business has lead to
this formula.
I like to say the process is simple.... Not EASY, but simple and straightforward. If you follow
the steps you’ll be successful. If you encounter challenges along the way, and all of us do,
reach out to me. I’m here to support you.
Your Why
If we want to grow, whether it's personally or otherwise, we have to take on the big
challenges. Nowhere is this more evident than when we decide to start a business. It’s
getting out of our comfort zone, trying new things that may even scare the daylights out of
us that lead to growth and change. When you finally commit to taking that giant scary step
forward, it often is because your “why” is strong, so compelling that the thought of staying
stuck is even more frightening than moving forward. Your “why” can be a very deeply
motivating force that can help you through tough times. It can be the one thing that gets
you back on track when you stumble and fall.
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Goal Setting
I believe every successful entrepreneur should start each endeavor with written down goals
for what they want to accomplish. If you don’t have written down goals how will you ever get
where you want to go? I think we call all agree that people with written down goals have a
much greater chance of success at achieving them, however often times we just never get it
done. The truth is setting goals is critical to success, and they need to be written down. I use
SMART goals, but it doesn’t matter what you process you follow to create them, once
documented, they are only as good as your ability to act upon them.

Goal Setting Mistakes to Avoid
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o

Creating goals that are too big

o

Having too many goals

o

Goals that are vague

o

They are not written down

o

You set ‘em and forget ‘em
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Mindset
Entrepreneurs are different. Having come from a large family where everyone is an
employee of some big company, I see how the mindset of an entrepreneur differs greatly
from the rest of the W-2 world. The way we think is different, the risks we take are
different, our ability to persevere through adversity is different. I know firsthand because
my family, after 15 years, still doesn’t understand me, couldn’t articulate what I do, and
thinks I’m certifiably crazy. So if you’re feeling alone out there with your friends and
family telling you that you are crazy to start your own business, ignore them, they are
not helpful. Reach out to other entrepreneurs and small business owners in your area,
chances are they are feeling the same things you are. Consider joining or starting a
mastermind group. Hire a coach or a mentor to support you in your journey.

Homework
Spend 15 – 30 minutes in the next couple of days to explore and write down your “whys.”
Spend 15 – 30 minutes in the next couple of days and write down your goals for the next
12 months. Keep your goals where you can see them. Revisit and revise them
frequently.
Join an entrepreneur or small business owners group through meetup.com, your local
chamber of commerce, BNI, etc.
Learn more about the Entrepreneur Mindset.
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Chapter 2

Who is Your Target Market?
There’s great debate in the marketing community on whether you
should design your products and then determine your target market
or vice versa. I’m in the - figure out who your target market is and what
they want, then design products with them in mind - camp. Whatever
your thoughts on the matter are, in the beginning, before you head out
the door marketing you need to know who you’re marketing to. Define
your ideal client or target customer. Who they are, what they want and
why they would purchase from you. When most people think about
their target market, they think about demographics; age, gender,
geography, education level, income level, interests and hobbies. While
I think those are great things to know, in addition, ask yourself the
following questions to really get to who your target market is...
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What is the problem that you solve?
How do you uniquely solve it?
What sets you apart
from your
competition?
What makes you
unique?

In the answer to those 2 questions you’ll discover
your marketing hook. You’ll discover the underlying
reason someone will buy your product and how to get
them to understand why they need you!
A common mistake is to think your product is for
everyone. While that may be true, resist this
temptation. If you don’t narrow down your target
audience, you may be casting too wide a net and not
getting traction. It is always better to define who your
target is and market specifically to their needs and
wants.
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Chapter 3

Create Your Product Funnel
A key component to your business model

Basic'Product'Funnel'Example'
Free'or'Low'Cost''
eBooks,'Tips'and'Tricks,'Resource'Lists,'
Checklists,'Webinars,'Tele9seminars,'Books'
Home'Study'Products,'Webinar'Products,'
Group'Coaching'

Bundles,'Packages'

$197'9'$1500'

$1500'9'$5000'

1:1'Coaching,'MulF9day'Summits'
Private'ConsultaFons,'
Retreats'

$7'9'$197'

$5000'9'$10,000'or'more'
Varies'

is your Product Funnel. The Funnel IS
your business - the products and
services your company provides says
what your company is all about. What
your company sells defines the business.
Without knowing what your selling, how
can you even begin marketing? Take the
time to flesh out your funnel.

This is an example of a basic product funnel.
Your free and low cost products go at the top
of your funnel. Use these to build your email
list. As you move down the funnel you add
your more expensive products and services.
Your product funnel is an everchanging thing.
You will add products to the funnel as you
explore what your prospects and customers
want and need. Don’t worry if there are only a
couple of products in your funnel to start,
just START!!

Check out our Product Funnel Template and other great resources – Click Here
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Chapter 4

Revenue Forecasting
Every successful business owner tracks their revenue. Your revenue forecast consists of the
products you sell, the price and how many of each you are going to sell over time. Your
revenue forecast drives your marketing activities. Back into your monthly revenue goal.
Use it to predict increasing sales and the addition of new products.

I strongly suggest you create a
revenue forecast even if in the
beginning you are just guessing. Here’s
why:

Revenue Forecast
Price

1. It’s what successful business owners do.

# of Units

January
Sales

# of Units

February
Sales

# of Units

March
Sales

Product or Service

Get in the habit of doing it.
2. Making a commitment and writing it
down makes it real. Now you kinda have
to figure out how.
3. It will drive your marketing activities.

Total by Month

Once you commit to selling a certain
number of products in a month, your
next step is to do it – and that all starts
with marketing.

To download a Revenue Forecast Template – Click Here
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Chapter 5

Strategic Marketing Plan
Marketing is the most critical thing you do in your business. Yet, too many businesses
“ramdomly market;” they try something one month, something else the next. It’s no wonder
their business doesn’t grow. Why? They don’t have a clear marketing plan. There are 5 steps
to creating an effective marketing plan:
1. Define your marketing strategies
2. Make a list of your action items
3. Create your deliverables
4. Commit to a due date
5. Write it down! And execute on
it!!
Too many struggling business owners either don’t write down their goals or they write them
down and stuff them in a drawer somewhere. How helpful is that? I wish I had a dollar for
every time I’ve asked a client about their written down plan and they said, “I’ve got it around
here somewhere.” To which I typically reply, (in the words of Dr. Phil), “how’s that working for
you?”

Each of your marketing strategies or tactics should have an intended outcome associated
with it. What specifically do you want your prospects or customers to do? Perhaps you want
them to give you their name and email address. Maybe you want them to schedule an
appointment to speak with you. At times, you may be asking them to buy one of your
products or services or upsell them to the next product or service in your funnel. Tell them
exactly what you want them to do.
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Online and Offline Strategies and
Tactics
Once you know who you want to market to, you
need to define your marketing tactics. It’s a good
idea to have a mix of strategies, ones that use
internet technologies, (online tactics) and ones that
take place without the use of a computer (offline
tactics). The most effective tactics are offline, as
they typically result in faster sales. Online tactics
usually take longer to produce leads resulting in
sales. As a good friend of mine likes to say, the goal
of online marketing is to get offline, that is where
sales happen.

Examples of marketing
strategies and tactics include:
Free: speaking engagements,
community events, networking
events, be interviewed on the
radio or TV, online classified
ads.

Pay for: flyers, newspaper ads,
radio ads, Facebook ads,
Google ads, direct mail.
This is just a small sample, for
more marketing strategies and
tactics Click Here.

Download our Strategic Marketing Plan and other great resources – Click Here
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Chapter 6

Networking for Leads – Build
Your List
The key to building your business is growing your email list by networking and engaging with
people every day. This can mean talking to people face to face, over the phone, online through
email, social media, blogs or groups. Use you marketing strategies to find people to connect
with. Don’t be overwhelmed by this, start small. For example let’s say you start by talking to 2
people a day and you get their name and email. In this day of social media, that’s easy to do.
That’s 10 new leads in a week. In 4 weeks, that’s 40 new prospects in your database. As you get
more comfortable talking to people and as you execute your marketing strategies, you’ll
increase the number of people you reach. Month 2 you’re talking to 3 people a day. Month 3
it’s up to 4 people a day, by month 4, 5 people a day. Using this conservative example you can
easily increase the leads in your database by almost 500 in 6 months. Can you see how being
consistent with your marketing and getting out there and engaging people will easily increase
your sales?
The goal of networking is to get names and email addresses to grow your list. Use your list to
follow up. We’ll dive into that next….
MAKE SUBSCRIBING A PART OF YOUR HOMEPAGE
Give visitors a clear opportunity to opt-in for email
communications on your website. Placement of your
opt-in box is important. Pop up boxes, the bottom
and top of your website are all good spots, although
the top is always preferable. Tell visitors exactly
what you want them to do. Make sure the text that
the customer sees lets him or her know exactly what
becoming part of your mailing list entails, including
all of the benefits.

For 35+ Ways to Build Your Email List – Click Here
10 Steps to Financial Freedom
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Chapter 7

Email Marketing

What good is building an email list if you don’t follow up?
Marketing experts say that people need to be contacted or
“touched” between 7 and 20 times before they buy. Creating
effective email marketing drip campaigns are key to moving the
sale along. Your emails should have an attention getting subject
line, something that will make people want to open and read
your email. Keep your emails short, 3 to 4 paragraphs with a few
sentences each. Include different types of media; text, images
and video. Always provide good content; information that your
prospect will find useful. Include a strong call to action and a
way to contact you.
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Your marketing email subject line is the first—and sometimes the
last— impression you leave on your users. This simple sentence can
be more important than the email body itself. After all, a perfectly
crafted email message is essentially worthless if the recipient
never reads it!

Lead follow up is not only a smart
practice, it’s critical to the success of

Best Email Subject Lines

your business. Following up on
leads, especially internet-generated
ones, is simply crucial to the growth

No-Nonsense and Simple

and very survival of your business.

Funny and Entertaining

Entrepreneur Magazine says that

Shocking or Controversial

businesses that nurture their leads
through email marketing see a 47%
higher profit margin than businesses
that do not have email marketing as
one of their marketing strategies.
That’s a pretty significant difference
when it comes to your bottom line.
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Lists and Numbers
One Word
Ask a Question
Ask for Advice
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Chapter 8

Sales

It’s time to go to the bank! Sales should be coming in from the
good work you’re doing on marketing and follow up. When
engaging in the sales conversation, ask lots of questions, it’s all
about them, not you. Be “intensely curious” and let them talk more
than you.
Resist the urge to talk about the features, focus on the benefits
they will get. Help them understand the emotional impact
purchasing your product or service will have on them, their
business and their family.

For a sample sales talk track – Click Here
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Every successful entrepreneur
has his or her elevator speech
ready for whenever the situation
calls for it. We’ve all heard of an
elevator speech, you know, that
very short blurb you are
supposed to have on the tip of
your tongue when you
hypothetically run into someone
in an elevator that tells them
who you are and why they
should care - in 15 seconds or
less.
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The Secret to Sales is Revealed…
Sales is obviously a critical component to building
your business, and yet for many it is the most feared
part of business building. Sales is not something to be
afraid of, sales is the fun part.
Now I know many of you are rolling your eyes and
can’t yet see how sales can be fun, but here is where
we re-position sales. I have a dear friend who says
selling is serving, and I totally agree with that. We all
have gifts and we all were put on this earth to
contribute to the well-being of others. It is our
responsibility to share our gifts, skills, expertise,
whatever you want to call it.
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Chapter 9

Systems
Taking a systematic approach to your
business is what will allow you to really grow.
Systems include such things as:
Domain/website
Merchant service
Page generation software
Course creation
Webinar resources
Audio/Visual resources
Wordpress
Entities/Incorporation
Business bank account
Social media presence
CRM or database
Quickbooks
And more…..
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Time Management

Quickbooks for Small
Business

One of the most frequent challenges I hear from my
coaching clients is time management. Time is such a

QuickBooks, the well-known

limited asset, we only have so much of it, and how we

accounting software suite,

handle the demands of our time will determine how

combines multiple

successful our business becomes.

bookkeeping features into a
single program. The

As an entrepreneur building your business, most likely
you’ve already tried to tackle time management using
classes, books and electronic methods. With all that
knowledge and all those gadgets, chances are you still
don’t have a handle on your time and are wondering why.

Here’s an exercise to help you determine where you’re
spending your time and who to hire first. Get out a piece
of paper and make three columns. In the first column write
down everything you do in the course of your week. Be as
specific as you can. Include the non-business related
activities you do, food shopping, cleaning your house,
running errands, doing the laundry, etc.

software’s main function is
to reduce the number of
spreadsheets, tables and
tracking sheets you need to
document and run all of the
bookkeeping tasks in your
business. QuickBooks is
particularly helpful when
you’re starting out with a
small business.

If you’re not already using
QuickBooks, you are missing
out on a lot of great benefits.

In the second column make the heading “Things I Like to
Do”. In the third column make the heading “Things I’m
Good At”. Go down and place a check mark next to all the
things you like to do and all the things that you’re good
at. The items with no check marks are the things you hire
out first. Typically, the things you don’t like to do and the
things you’re not good at are some of the more menial
tasks that can be hired out inexpensively.
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Chapter 10

Hiring Team
Successful business owners know that it takes a team and the sooner you start getting
people on your team the faster you will grow.
My suggestion typically is to hire home help first. Find someone to clean your house, do
your landscaping, buy your groceries, babysit your children, run your errands, etc. For
your business, I usually suggest hiring an assistant or virtual assistant, a bookkeeper or
someone to help with everyday business tasks.
The important thing is to start hiring your team. Just hiring out a couple of the things that
you do during the course of your week can add up to three or four hours of time per week
that can be dedicated to sales and marketing and other revenue producing activities.
Three to four hours a week spent on marketing and sales should more than pay for the
cost of hiring help.

Download our Hire Team Exercise along with other great tools you can use – Click Here
10 Steps to Financial Freedom
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For instance, let’s say you pay $50/hour for someone to run errands for you. I’m sure you could
hire someone for less than $50/hour, but I’ll use conservative numbers. You pay someone for 4
hours a week, that’s $200 a week you’re spending to free up 4 hours that you dedicate to
marketing and selling. Surely you can make more than $200 focusing on your business for an
extra 4 hours a week.

Running your own business is incredibly
time-consuming, especially in the
beginning when it's just you. Everything
from the daily operations to the
creation of marketing content and web
development falls squarely on your
shoulders, and that doesn't leave a lot
of room to breathe. The solution, hire

Most Popular Outsourcing
Sites
www.Fiverr.com

www.TaskRabbit.com

team.

www.Upwork.com

As luck would have it, you can have

www.indeed.com

someone else do some of the work for
you, even on a small budget, if you hire
it out. According to Business News

www.takl.com

Daily, outsourcing allows to you to draw
on the skills, experience and talent of
others at a low cost with little risk.
There are plenty of outsourcing
websites to try out, so check out some
of the most popular ones and start
freeing up some valuable time.
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Chapter 11

Analyze and Revise
To grow a successful business, it’s imperative that you periodically review all the aspects of
your business. I call this analyze and revise. It’s the final step and it is ongoing. You should
always be looking back on all the activities of your business and make the necessary
changes to keep it growing strong. Look at what’s working, what’s not working. What to do
more of, what to do less of, or stop doing. A written down plan is key to building and
growing your business.
I analyze and revise my business on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis.
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Monthly Analyze and Revise

Typically, I will hold my monthly review on the first Monday of the month. These are the areas
that I analyze and revise:
Sales – use your revenue forecast to analyze sales. Compare your actuals to your projections.
Did you make your sales goals? If not, how will you adjust your marketing plan to generate
more leads? If the problem is not the number of leads, but conversions, what changes do you
need to make to close more sales? Once you’ve analyzed your projections vs actuals, make
adjustments to the up-coming months’ revenue forecast.
Marketing – take out the pages of your strategic marketing plan. Each page should reflect the
Action Items, Deliverables and Due Dates for one of your tactics. At the bottom of the page,
write down the number of leads that tactic generated for the month. If the goal of that tactic is
not to get leads, maybe it is sales, write down the number of conversions, or the number of
people who did what you wanted them to do for that tactic. Complete that for each one of your
marketing tactics. Analyze them. Did you get the results you expected? If not, what will you do
to differently? Make the necessary adjustments to your plan. Ask yourself the following
questions:
What should I continue to do?
What should I do more of?
What should I do less of?
What should I stop doing all together?
Building your list – how many new leads did I generate this month? Am I tracking to my goal? If
not, revisit your marketing plan.
Email campaign – how many emails did I send out this month to my various lists? Did I meet my
goals? What was the outcome? What needs to be changed to get the results I want?

What should you Start, Stop or
Continue doing?
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Quarterly Analyze and Revise
Team – what additions or deletions do I need to
make to my team? How is my team supporting my
vision and goals?
Systems – are there any new systems I need to add?
Are there any changes that need to be made to any
of my existing systems?
Goals – how am I tracking to the goals I set at the
beginning? What tweaks or changes need to be
made to my goals? If I’ve achieved a goal, what will I
replace it with?

Annual Analyze and Revise
v Hold your corporate annual
meeting
v Review prior year’s goals
v Set new annual goals
v Review mission statement
and vision
v Complete annual forecast of
revenues

25
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Final Thoughts
While they say that the vast majority of companies fail in their first few years, it doesn’t
have to be that way. Knowing what to do, when to do it, getting into massive action, sticking
to it, even when it’s hard, all are keys to growing a successful business. My wish for you is
that you have taken the steps outlined in this book and capitalized on them to find your
financial freedom.
Please visit us at our website for additional information and support –
https://breakawaybusinesscoaching.com
If you have questions or want to contact us for any reason, please do so at:
coach@breakawaybusinesscoaching.com.
We’re here for you.

Join our community and get access to all our resources – Click Here
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